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Since joining Butler Cox in 1984 she has worked
on many consultancy andresearch projectsin the
systems developmentarea. She has managed several
consultancy assignmentsproviding advice on system
developmentproject management, methods,tech-
niques and tools and how to assure quality,
including:

♥ Auditing a multi-million pound integrated
administration and process control system, and
advising on a range of management and tech-
nical issues associated with introducing the
system.

♥ Recommending the system development
methodsandtools to be used by a multinational
manufacturing company.

♥ Implementing quality assurance management
for a multinational oil company.

♥ Developing

a

technical architecture for a large
European-basedorganisation.

Sheis also the authorofthe Butler Cox Foundation
report on ☁Using System Development Methods☂
and was oneofthe researchers who contributed to
the report on ☁Building Quality Systems☂.
She began her career in consultancy when she
joined McKinsey and Company as a Business
Analyst. She then joined the Systems Business
Division of Rank Xerox Limited working on the
analysis and developmentofmarketing,planning,
and financial systems.
In 1981 shejoined StandardTelephones and Cables
plc as a Business Information Analyst in Systems
Planning and Control. She was a memberof the
team that developed the information management
structure of the companyusing structured methods.
During this period she was involvedin constructing
softwaretools to assist in the developmentprocess.
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Chapter 1
Proprietary methods provide benefits: but

requirements definition is the key to productivity

Itis clear to system developmentprofessionals that,
despite the significant advances achieved over the
last decade,there are still many systems which are
developed late and overbudget. (The surveyfor the
PEP Position Paper 3: ☁Planning and Managing
Systems Development☂ revealed more than half the
projectshad overruns ofat least 25 per cent.) More-
over,it is still typical for users to complain that the
systemsthey are delivered do not meet their real
business needs.

Proprietary system development methods such as
Information Engineering or Method1 claim to offer
the solutions to the above problems.In preparing
this position paper, Butler Cox conducted

a

brief
telephone survey ofPEP members. They use a wide
variety ofmethods(see Figure1.1)but in the United
Kingdom LSDM andInformation Engineering are
the most popular. The new factor which emerged
during ourresearchis the decline in importanceof
in-house methods.Typically these are now used to
support and complement proprietary methods
rather than act as a substitute for them.

Most companiesuse a wide variety of approaches
to developing systems;allthe companies contacted
used the conventional☁lifecycle☂ and small systems
approaches, and all boughtin application packages.
Useof the iterative approach was, however, more
variable. Of the 22 companies contacted, two did
notuseit at all and the majority of the others only
used it for ☁screen painting☂ at the front end of
development. There still appears to be much
uncertainty about how best to implement the
iterative approach.

Methods can improve productivity in terms of
quality, cost, and timeliness during developmentif
used effectively. However, the biggest improve-
mentin productivity is achieved by defining the
business requirementscorrectly at the very begin-
ning of the development process. Our review of
members showed, however, that despite the rela-
tively large amountof time andcost they spent on
requirements definition and analysis, the approaches
they used could be greatly improved. It is in this
area that the proprietary methods offer least
support.
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PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS FROM SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT METHODS
Itis widely accepted that proprietary methodspro-
vide two kindsof benefit:
♥ Improvedquality of systems.
♥ Improved control over the developmentpro-

cess itself in terms of cost and time.
Becauseofthe well-knownlack of measurement in
system development,it isin fact difficult to identify
the precise impact of the method oneither the
project itself or indeed on the resultant applica-
tion system. However, recent work carried out
by Butler Cox on system development methods,
showed that these benefits could be achieved
through seven features of the method:
♥ Thevisible plans and progress produced by

formalising the development process.
♥ The useof standard checklists, tailored on a

project by project basis.
♥ The useof standard techniques, in whichall

the development team are well trained.
♥ Theuseof graphics to present information to

users and to other developers.
♥ Advanced requirementsanalysis techniques,

such as the increased use of prototyping.
♥ The useof structured analysis and design

techniques like data modelling, activity de-
composition and entity life history.

♥ The useofstructured programming and fourth-
generation languagesin system building.

Thesefactors not only help in controlling cost and
duration of the project but improve the system
quality through:
♥ Ensuring completeness/correctness at each

stage of the project.
♥ Improving communication between developer

and user and between developers.
♥ Providing a basis for the automation of the

analysis, design, and building of the system
itself.



Chapter 1 Proprietary methods providebenefits: but requirements definition is thekey to productivity
The use of a method doesnot, in itself, reduce the
development time or cost ♥ indeed it may add to
them.
Howeachfeature affects productivity isshown in
Figure 1.2.

REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION IS CRUCIAL
FOR EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT
It is critical for any application that its development
starts on the right foot. There should be a business
justification for the development, the benefits, the
costs and risks (both business and technical)

involved should be clearly identified, the boun-daries ofthe proposed applicationshouldbe clearlydefined, and the requirements of the proposedapplication should be clearly understood.
The need for business justification, clear boun-daries, a statementofbenefits, costs, and even risksis accepted widely amongst system developers.However,the needfor a very clear requirementspecification at the front end of system develop-mentis perhapsnotso clear. Particularly since theadvent of fourth-generation languages and pro-totyping,thereis aview thatit is possible to managewith just a broad ☁feel☂ for requirements and toworkoutthe detailed requirements at alater stage
 

Figure 1.1 Use of proprietary system development methods by PEP participants contacted during survey
 

Proprietary method Numberof organisations in the
sample who use the method
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Chapter 1 Proprietary methods provide benefits: but requirements definition is
the key to productivity
 

Figure 1.2 How methods can improveproductivity
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inthe developmentprocess. Often users are unclear
abouttheir real requirementsat the start of develop-
ment, and developers feel that they can ☁guesti-
mate☂ what they are likely to be, and adjust the
system to match real needs duringlater stages of
development. Sometimes,the businessis changing
rapidly and developers take the view that it is
impossible for the requirements to be specifiedfully
at the start and by the time the developmentproject
proceeds, the rate of business change will slow
down and the requirements will be more clear.
Thus, system developers may question whetherit
is necessary to define business requirementsright
at the start.
Webelievethatit is critical to do so right from the
start of development for two main reasons. The
first is that adding to or changing requirements at
later stages in development costs incrementally
more as developmentproceeds. The secondis that
withouta realistic requirementspecification, agreed
with the userat the start of development, the users
themselves are unlikely to be satisfied with the
finished product.
The fact that adding to or changing requirements
in later stages of developmentcosts incrementally
more as developmentprogresses is borne out by
the experience of most developmentgroups,but is
particularly evident when commissioning soft-
ware from an external software house. Many
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organisations have been surprised to find that the
quotations for developmentrapidly escalate, either
as more requirementsare identifiedor as theinitial
requirement specification is modified. Software
houses have excellent change (scope) control
mechanisms for this very reason. Boehm (an
American software expert) estimates that a change
costing $1 at the requirements definition stage will
cost $10 in systemsanalysis, $100 in systemsdesign,
or $1,000 in testing or implementation if the change
is made later. An analogy can be drawn with,say,
automobile design and manufacture. Clearly,it is
muchlesscostly to modifythe design at the drawing
board stage thanwhenthe productionline has been
tooled up.
Users are unlikely to be satisfied with the finished
product without a clear definition of requirements
since no one (not even themselves) probably has a
clear view of what will satisfy them, and without
somesort of expectation management,successwill
be difficult to achieve. A commoncauseoffriction
between developers and users arises from the
developers not recognising the need to manage the
users☂ expectations.
Prototypingis, of course,a slightly different case.
However, even whenusingprototyping,it must be
clear that the front-end specification is merely that
♥aspecification of requirements. The fact thatit
was developed by a technical process rather than



Chapter 1 Proprietary methods provide benefits: but requirements definition is
the key to productivity
by old fashioned personal interviewing using pen
and paperis neither here nor there. Whatis bene-
ficial with prototyping, however,is that it is pos-
sible to use the output of the requirements
definition phase, that is the code and the associated
databases(if they are available) as the basis for
future technical development work.

IDEALLY, REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION
SHOULDFOLLOW FROM A STRATEGIC PLAN
As part ofthe surveycarried out for this paper, we
asked PEP participants if they had a strategic
analysis of business requirements available as a
basis for initially assessing requirements during
application development.
Only 10 per centofthe respondents(Figure 1.3) had
a top-down requirements analysis of corporate
needs available and were actively developing appli-
cationsin line with it. Most companies wereeither
in the process of developingtheir strategic analysis,
or had not yet started developingit. In these latter
cases, each application system developed was
looked on as a separate project. This response is
typical of both PEP participants as a whole and
indeedof the more advanced Europeanapplication
development groups that we have observed.
This means that for many developmentgroups,it
is even morevital that they concentrate effort on
the requirements definition in each application.
Unlike strategic analysis, the business require-
mentsdefinition phase of application development
is under the control of the development group.
Considerable effort andtime és putinto this phase
of development by most companies(see Figures 1.4
 

Figure 1.3 The use of strategic analysis as a basis
for a system development

Only 10 per cent of the organisations surveyed use a
strategic plan as the basis for system development

Strategic analysis complete:
development projects selected
in accordance with plan

10%

Strategic
No analysis

strategic ☝ complete but
plans 40% 30% development

available not yet
in line
with plan

20%
Strategic plans
in preparation

Proportion of organisations using strategic plans (%)  

to 1.6). There have been a numberofinnovations
in requirements definitionin thelast fewyears, and
it is increasingly recognised that there are many
lessons to be learnt from other disciplines,
particularly the techniques ofmarket research. But
our survey of PEP members suggests that thereis
much scopeforimprovingthe effectivenessofthe
effort they deploy on requirementsanalysis.
 

Figure 1.4 Expenditure on requirements definition
Someorganisations spend more than 20 per cent of
the development cost on requirements definition
Percentage of
organisations
in the sample

 

9 aa!
1-10% 11-20%

Expenditure on requirements definition as a
proportion (%) of total development expenditure
 

 

Figure 1.5 Effort expended on requirements
definition

Someorganisations spend more than 20 per cent of
the development cost on requirements definition
Percentage
of organisations
in the sample
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40
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Effort expended on requirements definition as a
proportion (%) of the total developmenteffort   
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Figure 1.6 Elapsed time spent on requirements
definition

Someorganisations spend more than 40 per cent of
the elapsed time in development on requirements
definition
Percentage
of organisations
in the sample

60
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40
30
204
10

 

1-20% 21-40% Over 40%
Elapsed time as a proportion (%) of the

elapsed time for the total developmentproject   
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Chapter 2
Requirements definition
is not managedeffectively

Thereis tried and tested body ofknowledge on the
effective collection of information about the needs
of others. Professional market researchers, for
example, have developed various techniques and
tools to dojust this. There is an analogybetween the
market researcher seeking to define the charac-
teristics of a product that the customer will buy,
and the system developer seeking to define the
system the userswill adopt. Based on ourpractical
experience of working in and with a number of
companies,discussing the subject with many sys-
tem developers, and a review of the available
developmentliterature, it is our belief that this
knowledge is not effectively used by system
developers. They tend to concentrate on the tech-
nically interesting aspects of system development
♥ whichis their particular area of expertise, at the
expense of the more mundanefact gathering.
A good exampleofthis was a recent statement by
asenior systems manager:☁☁The requirementsjust
seem to sort of . . . appear.☂☂

Naturally, the analysis, design, programming, and
implementation of systemsare critical. Those arethe areas which make systems unique. However,
if all this extensive effort is based on poor
information, the old computing maxim of☁garbage
in... garbage out☂ becomesa reality.
Although the sample of companies contactedduring the research for this paperis small, theresults of the survey suggest that developers do notresearch business requirementseffectively. Itisinfact very difficult in system development toidentify what precisely did go ☁wrong☂or☁right☂ inany particular development,since a good require-ments specification can be poorly implemented anda ☁poor☂specification can be vastly improved(at acost) by analysts, designers, and programmersatlater stages of development. However,the generalopinion amongstthe group was that there was roomfor improvementin requirementsdefinition.
Wealso briefly reviewed the research techniquessuggested by widely used proprietary developmentmethods only to find that they too offer little
guidancein requirementsdefinition.

DEVELOPERS DO NOT DEFINE SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTSEFFECTIVELY
In orderto test the assumption that developers do
not manage requirements definition effectively,we asked a few straightforward questionsin our
survey of PEP members:
♥ Whoin the systems department defines re-

quirements?
♥ What☁type☂of user defines requirements?
♥ Which techniquesare used in requirements

definition?
♥ How do you decide which techniquesto use?
♥ What experiences (good or bad) have there

been with these techniques in your organi-
sation?

Our major findingsare:
♥ Requirements definition is seen mainly as an

organisational issue by some developers.
♥ Manydifferent types of staff define business

requirements.
♥ Few development groups prepare formal

research plans.
♥ Developmentgroupsseek information froma

limited numberof sources.
♥ Manyofthe available informationcollection

techniquesare not used.
♥ The useof prototypingis limited.
♥ Notall organisations use quality assurance

techniquesin requirements definition.
REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION IS SEEN AS MAINLY AN
☁ORGANISATIONAL☂ ISSUE BY SOME DEVELOPERS
An unexpected outcomeof the research wasthat
whenasked whattechniquestheyuseto identify
requirements, one-third of those surveyed
described the organisational structures in place
for ensuring user involvement in development,
usually steering committees. This reflects both
the historic difficulty many organisations have
hadin prioritising application development, and
the difficulties faced by developers in achieving
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Chapter 2 Requirements definition is not managed effectively

userparticipation in development.It also possibly
reflects the perception that the ☁how☂of require-
mentsdefinition is secondary to who should doit,
whichinturn suggests that the ☁how☂isnot seen as
a problem. Anybody candoit.
MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF SYSTEMS STAFF DEFINE
BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
As one might expect, a wide range of different
types of systemsstaff define the business require-
ments for application systems (Figure 2.1). In our
survey, business analysts are marginally the most
frequently mentioned group,closely followed by
senior systems analysts and analysts. An interesting
feature to emerge is that a number of companies
have established a business group separate from the
development group, and also some companies put
the business analysts physically into the user
departments.
Very few companies mention the use of analyst/
programmers. Of course they could be referred to
as systems analysts,but this suggests that extensive
prototyping in requirements definition is not car-
ried out in most of the participant organisations.
There are problemsassociated with both the use of
a variety of systemsstaff, and also separate ☁busi-
ness☂ analysts:
♥  Itis possible that those companieswith alarge

numberof different types of developer involved

in requirements specification do not see it as
a separate functionin its own right needing
specialskills and training.
The companies using systems analysts and
analyst/programmers to identify business
requirements could be usingstaff who are not
seniororexperienced enoughto delve behind
the facts givenby usersin orderto establish the
real business needs.
Theintroduction of a new organisationallayer
♥ the business group ♥ can cause interface
problems between developers and users. In
some companies ☁analysis paralysis☂ can set
in, and developers watch awed as business
analysts analyse the companyor the specific
application in ever more detail, over long
periods oftime, and no output ever reaches the
developers. Also, some senior systemsstaff,
when moved into business analysis have
problemsin ☁letting go☂ their old role and tend
to try to develop systems independently from
the development group. Other business
analysts with user backgrounds becomehighly
enthusiastic ☁techies☂ and are foundstruggling
with the intricacies of programming rather
than analysing business needs.
Other problemscan arise in communication or
☁redefinition☂ of problems. Communication
problemsare obvious:

 
Figure 2.1

Type of system staff T

Types of systemsstaff involved in defining business requirements

Numberof organisations
 

defining requirements 1
T T T3 4 5 6 7 8
 

Business analysts  
 

 

Senior systems analysts
 

 

Systems analysts  
 

 

Project managers  
 

 

Analyst/programmers  
 

System designers a  Note: More than onetype ofstaff define requirements in some organisations.
The 31 responses shown are from 21 different organisations.  
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Chapter 2 Requirements definition is not managedeffectively

☜You know the game whereeight or nine
People whisper downtheline,
And☁reinforcements to advance☂so99Is ☁24 cents for the dance☂.

Because of the fear of misunderstanding
requirements, there appears to be a certain
amountof ☁redefinition☂ by systems analysts
whenthey receive requirements specifications
from the business analysts. Someis inevitable
but extensive reworkingcan be preventedif
structured techniques are used whendefining
requirements.
The involvementofusersis clearly critical to
the definition of requirements. In PEP Paper
1: ☁Managing User Involvement in Systems
Development☂, we explain our views on how
users should participate in requirements
definition in detail.

FEW DEVELOPMENT GROUPS PREPARE FORMAL
RESEARCH PLANS
Whenasked howthey decided whichof the research
techniques to use when defining requirements,
most of the participants in the survey responded
that this tended to be doneby the specific analyst/
project manageronthe project, based on personal
experience. There wasno processof presenting a
formal research plan. Without such a plan we
believe that the requirements producedarelikely
to be insufficient and innaccurate.
The idea that system developmentisstill a ☁craft☂
industry not

a

☁science☂is seenatits strongestin this
phase of development.
DEVELOPMENT GROUPS SEEK INFORMATION FROM
A LIMITED NUMBER OF SOURCES
Developmentgroups appearto seek requirements
from a limited numberof sources, both in terms ofthe contact with internal users and also with
external sources of information.
Informationisnot soughtfromalllevels ofstaffAlthough the majority (that is 60 per cent) of thecompanies surveyed obtain information from abroad spectrum of users, ranging from seniorexecutivesto clericalstaff, a significant proportion(40 per cent) discuss them only with senior ormiddle managers,orseniorstaff(Figure 2.2). Thereare a number of problems associated withidentifying requirements through onelevel ofstaff:
♥ Often junior staff, for example clerical or

administrative, have a better understandingof
the day-to-day activities taking place in a
business area, and can see how improvements
could be made.

♥

__

Ifsenior managers are notinvolvedin the early
stages of requirements definition, key ele-

 

Figure 2.2 Typesofuserinvolvedin defining system
requirements

Only 60 per cent of the organisations surveyed involve
all levels of userstaff in defining system requirements

Senior
managers

5%

Middlemanagers
All levels60%oF statt

Senior
staff

 

Proportion of organisations involving only
those users shown (%)   

mentsofthe business strategy may be missed,
and systemscould be obsolete or ineffective
even before theyare built.

♥ If middle managers specify requirements and
senior managers merely☁sign-off☂ the cost of
development,not only can thestrategic ele-
ment(above) be missed, but middle managers
may provide requirements which are more
extensive thanis necessary resulting in over-
engineered systems.

♥ Middle managersare responsible for specific
areas of the business andif they provide the
requirements information there canbe☁inter-
face☂ problems between areas ♥ particularly
over ownership of data.

Groups outside the organisation are seldom
used as sourcesofbusiness information
Few(only 35 per cent) of the companies in the
survey used other companies as a source of
information when identifying business require-
ments(Figure 2.3). Although it is common forsome
developmentgroupsto discuss specific technical
issues with other companies, 30 per cent of
companiesdo notdiscuss either specific project-
related technical or business issues with other
companies. At the same time, most of the com-
panies whododiscuss businessissues tend to do so
with associated companiesor divisions within a
conglomerate.
The implication of not seeking information from
other organisationsis that there is likely to be a
considerable amountof ☁reinventing the wheel☂.
Certain types of application are very similar in
different organisations (for example payrolls), and
packaged software is increasingly used in
implementing such applications. But even where
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the applications areless similar, there are business
lessons to be learnt from other organisations.
Apart from the above,there will be aneed to share
information with other organisations when de-
veloping systems in which commercial partners
exchange information (for example,sales order and
 

Figure 2.3 Discussions of business or technical
requirements with other organisations

Thirty per cent of organisations do not discuss either
business or technical requirements with other
organisations

Discuss bothbusiness and 35 0, Do not
technical ; 30%discuss

requirements

35%
Discuss only

technical requirements
Proportion of organisations (%) who discuss

requirements with other organisations   

invoice information). These electronic data inter-
change systemswill need to be carefully definedif
they are to be successful.
Development groups do not exchange business
information because:
♥ Some developers are either sceptical of the

value,or even do not consider doingso in the
first place.

♥ Some business managers believe they are
experts in the area and thereis no need to go
outside.

♥ There are few mechanismsin place for ex-
changing information in this way, and de-
velopers do not know how to go aboutit.

♥ The application being developed is of con-
siderable business importance, and competi-
tive advantage might be lost if developers
talked to external companies.

Webelieve thatthe last of these is the only really
valid reason. Otherwise it is always worthwhile
seeking information from external sources.
MANY INFORMATION COLLECTION TECHNIQUES
ARE NOT USED
Weidentified a numberof information collection
techniques which are appropriate for system
developersto use (Figure 2.4). During the survey,
 

Figure 2.4 Requirements definition techniques

 Technique Description
 Document review

(with checklist) checklist.
Review of all the documents/papers covering the business area, its
activities, organisation, procedures, and systems using a predeveloped

 Document review Review of documentation as above, but on an ad hocbasis without a (no checklist) checklist.
 

Structured interview
(one interviewee)

Interviewing anindividual user using either a structured questionnaire or a
set of semi-structured ☁guidelines☂.
 

Unstructured interview
(one interviewee)

Interviewing anindividual user using no questionnaire or guidelines.

 
Structured interview
(two to three interviewees)

Interviewing a small group of two to three users using structured
questionnaire or ☁guidelines☂.
 

Unstructured interview
(two to three interviewees)

Interviewing a small group of two to three users using no questionnaire or
guidelines.
 

Telephone interview Interviewing users over the telephone using structured questionnaires or
guidelines.
 

Self administered
questionnaire

Issuing questionnaires for user staff to fill in on their own.

 
~ Group meeting Meetings of between five to eight user staff to discuss business

requirements.
 

Brainstorming session  Meetings of a group of users to generate a large number of ideas about
business requirements in a short time.
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PEP members were asked to state which tech-
niques they actually used in requirements defi-
nition. After some initial confusion about infor-
mation collection techniques and, in many cases,
after prompting, the respondentsindicated which
of these techniques were used and which were not
(Figure 2.5).
Mostof the information collection techniques are
seldom used by those surveyed, particularly
telephone interviewing (except as a means of
checking specific information), reviewing existing
documentation, and structured interviewing.
Indeedit is clear that unstructured interviews, and
to a certain extent group meetings and document
reviews without a checklist, are the most
significant ways of obtaining information. Also,

when the numberof techniques used ☁often☂ or
☁very often☂ is analysed in moredetail, we find that
most organisations tend to use only a limited
number of techniques (Figure 2.6).
Using inappropriate techniques canleadto state-
ments of requirements which are incomplete,
innaccurate, and evenin somecases, misleading.
During the survey, we weretold of one develop-
ment whichwentconsiderably overbudget both in
terms of cost and time. The reason for this was a
statementof requirements which was produced by
an inexperienced analyst who took the usermanager☂s statements at face value in an un-
structured interview and did not check the
information given. As a result of this there was
extensive reworking in the programming and
 

Figure 2.5 Techniques actually used in defining systems requirements
 

Technique Proportion (%) of organisations that:
 

Never use the technique Frequently use the technique
 100-80 60

Unstructured interview
(individual users)

r r t T20 20 40 60 80 100
 

  
 

Document review
(no checklist)

 

   
 

Unstructured interview
(groups of 2 or 3 users)

 

  
 

Structured interview
(individual users)

 

   
 

 Document review
(with checklist)    
 

Group meetings
 

   
 

Structured interview
(groups of 2 or 3 users)

 

   
 

Brainstorm
 

  
 

Questionnaire
   
 

 

Telephone interview           
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Figure 2.6 Use of multiple techniques in defining

systems requirements
Most organisations typically use from twoto four
different techniques in defining systems requirements

Numberof
organisations

 

 

 

  

         1 2 3 4 5 6  Numberof techniques often used
 

testing phases of development when the user
rejected the system.
Developers hope to overcome some of the dif-
ficulties associated with the techniques used,
particularly unstructured interviewing, by the use
of the structured analysis techniquessince it is
possible to documentfunctional requirements and
then check them with the user in an ☁iterative☂
process. Howeverthis provides documentation for
function and data only. Other key elements (such
as whousesthe system, the user-to-system inter-
face, performance considerations, security,
reliability, transferability, and so on), all of which
lead to quality in systems, will be missing.
THE USE OF PROTOTYPINGIS LIMITED
Although the vast majority of the companies con-
tacted use prototyping in development(only two of
them do notuse it at all), they use it mainly for
screen painting; very few use it to develop proto-
type systems, and even feweruseit to develop fully
operational systems. The reasonsfor the delay in
fully using prototyping are many andvarious, and
are mainlyrelated to the problems developers have
had with this approach:
♥  Itis difficult to adopt an ☁iterative☂ approach

to development whenusing sequentially orien-
tated development approaches. The pro-
prietary methods are only now suggesting
guidelinesfor the techniquesassociated with
using prototyping. Often, companies have had
to develop their ownin-house standards.

♥ Many companies have had difficulties with
prototyping. For example:
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♥ Difficulty in persuading usersto sign offthe
prototype♥ eventhough itisbeingactively
used in production and has gone througha
numberofiterations.

♥ Developers who see prototypingasa ☁tech-
nical☂ solution, and whorefuse to allow
users any involvementin the process. One
group apparently spent a short time
(weeks) with users to identify require-
ments and thenstarted to ☁prototype☂ the
system (in a locked room). Variousinitia-
tives by users to become involved were
rejected, and ultimately at the end of a
year☂s developmentthe disgruntled users
were delivered a system which did not
meet their needs.

♥ Hesitation on the part of some users to
becomeinvolvedin the processatall, and
consequent delays in development.

♥ Users whobelievethe prototypeis the fully
operational system and cannot understand
whyit is being ☁taken away from them☂.

♥ Prototyping is most easily used in small
systems or where thereis only one user. In
larger systems or where there are many users
drawn from differentpartsofthe organisation,
iterative development can be difficult to
undertakein the absence of clear guidelines
and standards.

♥ The fourth-generation languages themselves
carry penalties in terms of reduced machine
performance, particularly during develop-
ment.

NOT ALL ORGANISATIONS USE QUALITY ASSURANCE
TECHNIQUESIN REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION
Several organisations, but not all, pointed out that
quality assurance techniques, such as walkthroughs,
can be used in the requirementsdefinition phase of
development.
Walkthroughs with the users allow the require-
mentsto be validated and enhanced.They are also
useful in obtaining greater user cooperation at the
start of the development process.

PROPRIETARY METHODSOFFER LITTLE
GUIDANCE IN REQUIREMENTSDEFINITION
A review of the proprietary methods conducted by
Butler Cox in 1986 showed that the proprietary
methods offered little guidance in the area of
requirementsdefinition. They fallinto three major
categories when dealing with this phase of
development:
♥ Project management methods such as Arthur

Andersen☂s Method 1 and Hoskyns☂ Prism which
provide advice onthe sort of information to be
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collected (for example organisation charts,
records of how current systems operate, and
so on).

♥  Analysis/design methods, such as Yourdon,
which ☁assume☂ that the requirements infor-
mation is already available.

♥ ☁Integrated☂ methods, such as Information
Engineering, which are based on the decom-

12

position of requirements information and
☁assume☂ the existence of some form of
strategic overview and analysis.

Noneof the proprietary methods appearto offer
practical guidance on howtocollect requirements
information, although someoftheir suppliers offer
consultancy guidance and support if their clients
ask for assistance.
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Chapter 3
Improve requirements definition

Systems developers can improve the overall pro-
ductivity of the system development process, by
implementing the following actions:
♥ Produce a research plan for every project.
♥ Understand and use appropriate collection

techniques.
♥ Select appropriate techniques for the appli-

cation to be developed.
♥ Pursue all possible sources of requirement

information.
♥ Use what tools are available, particularly

fourth-generation languages.
♥ Quality assure the process.

PREPARE A RESEARCH PLAN FOR EVERY
PROJECT
Preparing a researchplanfor every project is key
to ensuring the successful definition of require-
ments. Preparing a research plan is a distinct
activity in itself whichtakestime.Clearly this plan
is a component of the overall project plan but
specifically addresses the requirements definition
phase.It should provide answersto the following
questions:
♥ Whatarethe objectives in this phase?
♥ Whowill define the requirements?
♥  Whowillprovide the requirementinformation?
♥ How will the information be analysed?
♥ Howdetailedshouldthe information require-

ments be?
♥ How will the requirements be presented?
♥ Whowill the requirements be presented to?
♥  Whowill validate and agree the requirements

definition?
♥ What techniques will be used to collect the

information?
♥  Whatare the constraints on collecting informa-

tion in terms of time, cost, and the likely
availability of key information providers and
reviewers?

♥ Whatarethespecific tasks to be carried out?
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to improve productivity

Once these questions have been answered,thefirst
task in the project must be to undertake some
preliminary analysis to determine the information
to be gathered,and to structure lists of questions
for interviews and for meetings. Asarule of thumb,
the planning andpreliminary analysis should take
about one-third of the effort, collecting information
should take the second third, and analysing and
presenting the information the remainingthird of
the effort. Allocation of effort is independentofthe
size of the project. Planning should be done even
in the smallest developmentproject. (System re-
writes are, of course, treated differently to new
developments or system extensions.)

UNDERSTAND AND USE APPROPRIATE
INFORMATION COLLECTION TECHNIQUES
Although each of the techniques discussed in
Chapter 2 maybe familiar to system developers,it
is worthwhile ensuring that they are formally
trained in each of them. Indeed someof the com-
panies contacted duringthe researchforthis paper
mentioned that developers were routinely sent on
training coursesin certain techniques, particularly
interviewing. At best, this training will provide
inexperiencedanalysts with new waysinwhich to
obtain information. At worst, it will remind ex-
periencedstaff of some of the basics which they
may haveforgotten. Figure 3.1 shows someofthe
☁do☂s☂ and ☁don☂ts☂ useful in conducting an inter-
view. Even experienced interviewers sometimes
forget some of these.

It is worth remembering that someof these tech-
niques requireahigh levelof personalskill and that
although muchof this is gained through training
and experience, there is a certain amount which
dependson naturalability. A particular example of
this is the role ofthe facilitator in group meetings.
Some companies whouse facilitators to run formal
meetings to discuss requirements have found that
certain membersofstaff are better in this role than
others. Relative skills in different information
collection techniques are something which should
be considered whenassigningstaffto projects. The
informationcollection techniques should be chosen

13
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to match the needs of the application, not, as is so
often the case, the skills and preference of the
system developer.

SELECT APPROPRIATE TECHNIQUES FOR
THE APPLICATION BEING DEVELOPED
It is vital to select the appropriate mix of techniques
for the particular application which is being
developed.
Asa general rule, structured techniquesare pref-
erable to unstructured ones. Many organisations
havealready recognisedthis in the later stages of
system development, and use structured analysis,
design, and programming techniques. However,it
is very clear from ourbrief survey that this is not
so in the requirements definition phase. The most
commonly used technique is unstructured inter-
viewing.Clearly, the first step in selecting tools ortechniquesto aid informationcollection is to usestructured techniques wherever possible ♥ ininterviewingindividuals,or groups, and by the useof proforma questionnaires and checklists.
Butthereis thenstill scope to deploy a variety oftechniques on any oneproject. In each applicationdevelopmentproject, there are a few key factorswhich can governthe information collection tech-niques that should be used. Thesefactors include:
 

Figure 3.1 Some☁do☂s☂ and ☁don☂t☂s☂of conducting an
interview
 

Do:
Create a friendly, informal atmosphere
Explain why you are there
Ask permissionto take notes

♥ Know the questions you want answered
(in advance)

♥ Ask questions which you know they can easilyanswerat the beginning of the interview♥ Ask one question at a time and make sureitis understood♥ Let the user answerthe question and do notinterrupt
♥ Stop rambling answers ♥ but make sure theyare not importantfirst♥ Watch ☁body language☂ ♥ both yours andtheirs
♥ Check accuracy of statements

Go over major points at the endThank the user

It

 

Do not:
♥ Bearrogantor subservient: show respect♥ Register emotion, for example surprise, shock,disagreementor agreement.(☁☁You do what?"☂)♥ Patronise or lecture about technology♥ Indicate your own views♥ Break an appointmentorarrive late♥ Reveal information about the application underdevelopment inappropriately      
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♥ The numberofusersto be contacted.
♥ How widely dispersed the users are.
♥ Thenumberofdifferent businessareas, withdifferent managers,the application will cover.
♥ Thelevelof certainty/uncertainty about busi-ness requirements amongstthe users.
But, in practice, thereare also usually constraintson both the time andthe budgetavailable.
Figure 3.2 shows how each of the above factorsrelate to the techniques described in Chapter2.
This figure canbeusedas aninitial guide to selectappropriate techniquesfor information collection.Two examples of how an application can beassessed are shownbelow:
Example 1:
A sales orderapplication is needed for onedivisionofan organisation with sales outlets spread overthecountry. There are slight geographical differencesin how ordersare taken. The requirements for thenew system seem to be reasonablystable, beingbased on a system already in place. However thesystems department has been given a very shorttime in which to develop the system.
Thus:
Numberof users ♥ high.
Geographic dispersion ♥ wide.
Numberof business ♥ low (only oneareas division).Levelof certainty high:
Time available = wESborts
Budgetavailable =
The most appropriate techniques are telephoneinterviewsand/orself-administered questionnaireswith perhaps a small numberofface-to-face inter-views with senior management.

not a constraint.

Example 2:
The Board has requested a managementinforma-tion system to keep them in daily touch with thecompany☂s order book,sales, and revenue. Theyare all located in one building. Profits are high andthis system is seen as a public relations exercise aswell as a useful tool. However, they are not quitesure what they wantin the system.
Thus:
Numberof users ♥ low.
Geographic dispersion ♥ narrow.
Numberof business ♥ high.
areas
Levelof certainty ♥ low.
Time available ♥ nota constraint.
Budget available ♥ notaconstraint.
The most appropriate techniques are brainstormingsessions, group meetings followed by face-to-faceinterviews.

   © Butler Cox & ☁tners Limited 1987
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There are two features which emerge from the
examples.Firstly, no one technique should be used
alone; usually a combination of two or more tech-
niques will help developers more fully define
requirements. Secondly, we can only achieve a
broad indication ofwhich technique should be used
using this assessmenttable. There are otherfactors
also important in choosing an information col-
lection technique. These include:
♥ Level of ☁sensitivity☂ associated with the

system. For example,will redundanciesresult
from its introduction?

♥ Size and business importanceof the system.
♥ Level of systems awareness and knowledge

amongstusers.
♥ Level of business awareness and knowledge

amongst developers.
♥ Levelofskillin defining requirements amongst

developers.
♥ Culture ofthe organisation (for example, some

organisations are familiar and comfortable
with working in groups).

Note, however, that technicalcriteria are notrele-
vant to the choice of information collection tech-
nique. However, there are technical considerations
whenprototypingis used as a techniquein defining
requirements.

Prototyping or iterative developmentoften uses a
fourth-generation language to build a system

quickly, usually in conjunction with the user or
users of the system. Prototyping can be deployed
in three ways:
♥ To define and agree screen designs (☁screen

painting☂).
To develop a ☁prototype☂ system with limited
functionality and associated screens.
To develop a functional system, following
several iterations where the ☁prototype☂ is
gradually modified to become the operational
system.

The benefits of prototyping lie in two main areas.
Thefirst is that the fourth-generation languages
used themselvescan offer significant productivity
benefits over earlier languages like Cobol. The
second, and perhaps mostsignificant from the re-
quirementsdefinition viewpoint,is in the increased
ability to communicate quickly with the users, and
to model their stated requirementsin lifelike
system. These fourth-generation languages can
thus be seen as a communications tool between
developerand user, allowing them to ☁speak the
same language☂.

PURSUE ALL RELEVANT SOURCES OF
REQUIREMENTS INFORMATION
All relevant sources of requirements information
should be pursued. Potential sources will be found
both inside and outside the company.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           
  
Figure 3.2 Indicators for the use of different information collection techniques

Information collection techniques
Development Self.

project oe Gi Brai 'features Document Structured Telephone administered roup rainstormingreviews interviews interviews questionnaires} meetings sessions
High vr 4 vrNumberofusers tow eZ

' Wide a w aGeographic
spread Narrow ww
Number High e w a al a
of business
areas Low Va

; High wv 7
Certainty
of users Low ie ee

Constraint on Constraint a vr vr vw ww
time and/or No
budget constraint c
Key: Indicates that the technique is particularly appropriate for a project with that feature   
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Inside the company,records of howactivities are
carried out are a usefulstarting point, particularly
if computer systemsare currently being used. The
managers in charge of the area are obvious sources.
The eventual users of the system can also provide
valuable input andoften it is worthwhile talking to
colleaguesin the systems group. Often the same or
similar systems have been developedin the past.
Outside the company, packaged software suppliers
and other companies who have developed the same
or similar systems can provide valuable information.
Evenif packaged softwareis not ultimately bought,
a knowledgeof the business requirements leading to
the development of the package can be useful.
Other companies can often provide very valuable
requirements information. While it is difficult to
contact organisations who are direct competitors,it
is often possible to find companies in different
industries whofacesimilar issues. Examples include
the process control industry, where food
manufacturers can share information with oil com-
panies, and warehousing, where chemical manu-
facturers can exchange information with car parts☂
manufacturers. Programmessuch as PEPcanfacili-
tate this process by putting development managers
from different companies in touch with one another.

USE WHAT TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE
Thereare only a limited range of tools available for
assisting in system requirements definition. These
include fourth-generation languages(discussedearlier
in this report), office automation tools, analyst
designer workbenches,questionnaires and checklists,
and some documentation and communicationtools.
More specific tools, such as CORE (Controlled
Requirements Expression from SystemsDesigners plc)
can be useful butare typically limited to real-time
applications.
OFFICE AUTOMATION TOOLS
A wide range of office automation tools can beuseful in requirementsdefinition, including wordprocessing, standard formats and text templates
(libraries of standardtext), and graphics packages.Facsimile, electronic mail, messaging, and telex canalso assist in collecting data from remote users andcheckingit.
The more people who haveaccess to these tools, themore useful they are. Thus, if they are only avail-able to the development group, not the usercommunity, their real usefulnessis lessened.
ANALYST/DESIGNER WORKBENCHES
Analyst/designer workbenchesprovide a means for
the analyst to modelthe functional or data require-
mentsin discussion with the user and change them
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immediately if necessary. They are particularly
useful if the company has a top-downanalysis of
corporate or divisional requirements already
available.
The keyconsideration to bear in mind whenusing
thesesort of tools is that they should not be used as
an endin themselves, but as a means to the end of
determining requirements.
QUESTIONNAIRES AND CHECKLISTS
Questionnaires and checklists are useful tools to use
when defining requirements. Checklists ensure
that nothing is missed. Questionnaires ensure both
completeness and consistency of response.Self-
administered questionnaires also enable informa-
tion to be sought from amuchlargersample of users
than can be afforded whenusing interviews with
individuals.
Checklists are relatively simple to generate, and
standardlists can be adaptedforspecific projects.
Questionnaire design howeverisa skilled task, and
poorly designed questionnaires can not only pro-
vide misleading information when analysed, but
can also give users a poor image of the systems
developmentgroup.
RECORDING AND COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Recordingtools include tape recorders (both audio
and video). They canbe useful asa meansofreliably
recording informationin face-to-face or telephone
interviewsandgroup meetings. Howeveritis vital
to havethe permission of the interviewee or group
members in advance. Also, expect that the meet-
ings will be somewhatstilted at first. The main
drawback of using these recording tools is the
amountoftime it takes to play them back whenthe
information they contain is being analysed.
Communication tools obviously include thetele-
phone as well as the various formsof electronic
messagingmentioned above. Wherethe application
warrantsthe cost, videoconferencing or audiocon-
ferencing may also be used for group meetings.
Theseare not so effective as face-to-face meetings,
but can havedistinct advantagesin termsof time
and cost. They will only normally be used if the
company already has suchfacilities available.

QUALITY ASSURE THE PROCESS
As manyof the participants in our survey sug-
gested, using quality assurancein the requirements
definition processis essential and will help ensure
quality and promoteproductivity.
It is vital to include the userin this process. For
example, they can attend walkthroughs,join in
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peer group reviews, or review the requirements
documentation being produced by the analyst or
analysts.

As a minimum, the initial research plan and the
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final documentation defining the requirements
should be reviewed together with progress at at
least one interim review during the definition
phase.Thiswill prove ofvalue on even the smallest
project.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent international
consulting group specialising in the application of
information technology within commerce,industry
and government.
The companyoffers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.

The services provided include:

Consultingfor Users
Guiding and giving practical support to
organisations trying to exploit technology
effectively and sensibly.
Consultingfor Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of
developments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and
potential future.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experiencein specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement
Programme(PEP)is a participative service whose
goal is to improve productivity in application
system development.
It provides practical help to system development
managersandidentifies the specific problemsthat
prevent them from using their development
resources effectively. At the same time, the
programmekeeps these managersabreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitionersin thefield.
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BE,P

The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also position papers and forum
meetings commonto all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a
confidential management assessmentof its system
developmentproductivity. The assessmentis based
on a comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large
comprehensive database. It is presented in a
detailed report and subscribers are briefed at a
meeting with Butler Cox specialists.
Position Papers
Four PEPposition papersare produced eachyear.
They focus on specific aspects of system
development productivity and offer practical
advice based on recent research and experience.
Forum Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting focuses on the
issues highlighted in the previous PEP paper, and
permits deep consideration of the topic. They
enable participants to exchange experience and
views with managers from other subscriber
organisations.

Topics in 1987
Each year PEP will focus on four topics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selectedto reflect
the concernsof the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics covered in 1987 are:
♥ Managing user involvement in systems

development.

♥ Using tools to improveproductivity.

♥ Planning and managing projects effectively.

♥ Using methods to improve productivity.
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